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Letters:
Raps DeLayo
To the Editor:
One wonders if State
Superintendent of Public Instruction
Leonard DeLayo was acting out of
firm personal conviction in canceling
a subscription to our fine campus
newspaper as reported in the
1\lbuquerque Journal for Oct. 14.
une wonders if the Republican
member of the State Board of
Education from Albuquerque could
have put the pressure on DeLayo to
cancel a subscription (paid for by
ASUNM). One also wonders why
DeLayo would bother releasing his
personal letter (as an alumnus) to the
news media.
Could this be the beginning of a
concerted effort from reactionary
conservatives in New Mexico to rid
UNM of a newspaper protected by
the First Amendment of the
Constitution?
Evidently, DeLayo has never read
the disclaimer always printed on
page two of The Lobo. Disclaimer:
"Nothing necessarily represents the
views of ASUNM or UNM." DeLayo:
"The posture of my alma mater
continues to be adversely affected by
your publication."
If DeLayo is to be consistent, he
should also cancel his subscriptions
to U.S. News and World Report,
Time and Newsweek as these
publications, too, glorify those who
ridicule the American flag. DeLayo:
"I have noted your glorification of
those who ridicule my (sic) flag ... "
Robert U. Anderson

Solidarity With Kent
To the Editor:
The radical students of UNM
declare our solidarity with our
brothers and sisters being arrested
for their part in a just and legitimate
demonstration at Kent State against
the American involvement in
Southeast Asia and express our
revulsion at the repressive and
reactionary practices being delivered
upon the people of that campus and
all campuses. "Only in America are
you shot at and then arrested for
being in- the way when the guns go
off."
Brad Eisenbrey
for the Radical Student Community

Racism in Zimmerman
To the Editor:
As a newly formed Chicana
organization we find it offensive to
the Mexican culture that bigotry and
racism lie even in the art of the
campus. We are referring to the
mural in the old section of the
Zimmerman Library which depicts
the Mexican and native American as
the weak and unknowing, being
helped by the superior "White
Father."
Furthermore the faces of the
Mexican and native American are
shown without eyes which infers we
must be lead by the white man.
Basta!
As chicanas we would like to
inform you our eyes are open.
As we can only speak for
Mexican-American people we
strongly urge that the mural be
removed or repainted with art less
degrading to the New Mexican
community.
Joann Santiago
for Las Chicanas

Bema:

Greek
Questions

Greek
Apathy

By FRANK GORHAM
I question the real sincerity of
many students who challenge the
effectiveness and responsiveness of
student government. I address this
Bema to the majority of students on
campus who consistently grumble
over the actions of student
government. The most typical of
these groups appears to be the
Greeks who constantly voice their
disapproval of student politics. I
think it is fair to say that the
plurality of Greeks on this campus
are apathetic and hypocritical. I
cannot respect a person who
constantly complains about a system
but refuses to work toward a change.
This Bema sounds like the typical
response given by those who
challenge Greek involvement. These
supposed "radicals" accuse the
Greeks of being lazy, self centered

and totally apathetic. 'l'he fact
remains that these "radicals" are
correct and their complaints are
justified.
I have been a Greek on this
campus for four years as a Sigma
Chi. I have seen the fraternity
system, which used to control
student government, degress to its
present status. Eric Nelson was
elected ASUNM president because
the majority of students who voted
were not satisfied with Greek
leadership, Nelson has shown many
people, including myself, that a lot
of hair combined with hard work
outshines Greek apathy. How can
the Greek system challenge the
present government when it was
their own apathy which elected these
people.
The Greeks are faced with a
serious question which they must be
able to face: Can the Greek system
remain strictly a social organization,
w bile neglecting their political
responsibilities? The Greeks for too
long have remained a social
organization while hoping for
political dominance. The Greeks on
this campus or any other campus
must begin to realize their existence
depends on their political influence.
Students on this campus today work
to take part in the decisions of their
community. If the Greeks wish to
remain part of this community they
must acquire a strong political arm.
Unless, of course, they don't care.
The following study was made
concerning Greek participation.
There are 17 ASUNM committees,
with 91 possible positions available.
117 people applied, 30 of them
Greeks. Out of the 35 people who
applied for the Senate elections, nine
are Greeks.
- I strongly feel that the Greeks are
cutting their own throats by sitting
and doing exactly nothing. Greeks
on this campus should be fighting for
their mere existence; instead they sit
back and watch the world go 'round.
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Documentation of Billsr Income Necessary When Applying

Hoover's Open Letter: A Student Answers Back
By JON KOVASH
Reprinted From the Colorado 'Paper'
The following is an open letter to
J. Edgar Hoover from a college
student.
Although I believe you are a
fictional character, created by the
Reader's Digest, I still believe your
letter (to college students) because
we feel that FBI opinion is a
legitimate aspect of public opinion.
But there is real ground for
con cern over the simplistic,
fat-headed arguments presented
against student activism. Based on
our extensive experience in dealing
with people like you, here we
present to students some of the ways
in which you will try to lure them
into apathy.
1) In trying to shift attention and
emphasis away from the seriousness
of the problems we today face you
will talk constantly about the
"respect, hard work and sacrifice" it
took to make Amerika the "great
country it is today."
2) You will ask us to assume that
anyone who wishes to have a say in
selecting professors, determining
curriculum and setting .grading
standards is "arrogant" and
"disruptive.''
3) You will accuse activists of
being dogmatic and "issuing
statements as if they were the final

truth." Then in the same letter, you
will ask us to look to Amerikan
history books to learn that Amerika
is undeniably creative and
self-renewing.
4) You will gleefully use labels
and images for your own ends. Since
the word "SDS" has the worst image
conceivable, you will refer to all
college activists as "SDS and its
allies." Your rhetoric will be easy to
spot because it will contain corny
old McCarthy-era words like
"insidious," "poison," "conspiracy"
and "plot." You will use tintillating,
grade school alliteration like
"prophets of pessimism." You will
talk endlessly about Amerika's
"good old traditional values" and its
power of morality, ·decency ·and
consciences," without ever bothering
to specify what those values and
powers are. Since nobody wants to
be "pessimistic," and everyone wants
to believe that their vaules are
correct and all-encompassing, you
will put forth the message that
everyone wants to hear: Stay As You
Are.
5) As mentioned above, you will
accuse activists of issuing statements
as if they were the final truth, and
then you will make announcements
like, "The officer protects your
rights, lives and property. He is your
friend and he needs your support.''

Now tell it to me straight, Edgar
baby, is that really the issue?
6) You will put down the doctrine
of civil disobedience. You will speak
of "responsibility" and of the
sanctity of law itself. And if you
were ever prosecuted for the murder
of Black Panthers you would say, "I
was only following orders."
7) You will say that in Amerika
today, we as individuals have power
by democratic means to change
things. Edgar, please tell the
audience what happened in the
streets of Chicago in 1968. Please tell
us what happened ·to Gene
McCarthy. Tell us about a very ugly
war that is still going on full blast.
Tell us why Congress voted down the
amendment for popular election of
the president. Oh! and tell me what
recourse I'd have if the FBI decided I
was a subversive and should be either
dead or behind bars.
8) Here you are at your best,
Edgar, baby. You talk about, yes,
the evils of violence. But we know
that you don't mean the evils of
atomic missiles, napalm bombs,
tanks, poison gas and men carrying
guns who have been trained to obey
orders without question. Heck no,
those things aren't viol~nce you're
talking about is the insidious kind.
Yes, you mean violence like a brick
being thrown by one of those pinko

students, hippies or niggers. Edgar,
you've got a beautiful sense of
proportion. And besides that, you're
only following orders.
Personally, I don't think the
outlook for campus apathy is as
bleak as some messiahs of mediocrity
proclaim. Along with billions of
other students, I'm getting that the
vast majority of students will return
to those good old traditional
Amerikan values. Just like they did
in 1776.

"To qualify for food stamps a
person has to have the need, an
inadequate income and a hardship
that can be termed as such," said
Bill Watts, supervisor of food
stamp distribution in the South
Valley.
Watts spoke to a group of
veterans on campus Wednesday
night in an effort to inform them of
the procedures and requirements

necessary to obtain the stamps.
He noted, however, at the start
of his talk that there is no
difference in requirements for
students, veterans or other groups
applying for the aid. Watts added
the requirements were not
different because problems
experienced by people are not that
much different. "If people need
help to eat, we will help them,"

said Watts.
In order to qualify for food
stamps a person must get certified
by the local office in his area.
Certification requires a stable
income and documents denoting
bills and other expenses. Rent,
repairs, catastrophes, child support
and care and medical bills require
documentation, but are income
deductable expenses accepted by

the he a Ith and social services
office.
Another basic requirement is
that of shelter. The basic ingredient
in fulfilling tlie requirement is
having a permanent structure to
live in," said Watts.
Students or other people not
living with relatives, have the
toughest time getting certified, For
them certification requires
bringing in all the people they are
not living with.
It is so difficult because a person
not living with his family, and in
the case of some students living
with two or three other people,
War II he won the Distinguished Flying Cross must account for the income of the
group as a unit.
as a B-24 bomber pilot.
Accounting for the salary
In three books and numerous periodical brought in is ·not easy for some
publications McGovern has criticized students who receive a variable
American involvement in Southeast Asia and amounto~moneyfrom~addy. .
·· · ·
d h
· ..... ..The . f1rst $85 of mcome IS
the presence of maln~tt1hon an
ungel'? usually deductable without strain
this country, the nchest on earth. Hts under the current .programs
reasoned arguments against the Vietnam guidelines. 0;:-te half of. ~nything
conflict and his sponsorship of a recent over ~hat 1s then ehg1ble for
'
h' h wou ld h ave e ff ect'.lVe 1Y. deduction.
amendment
W lC
For students whose income
reduced American presence there, have drawn f 1 u c t u ate s each m o nth,
sharp attacks by Vice President Spiro Agnew. certification must be mad_e each
Recently, McGovern has attacked month. In short, accountn~g f'!r
undisciplined radicalism of the type which led what money a student receives IS
. M th C -~.
necessary,
to the bombing of the Wisconsm a
en~er
All income must be considered.
and the death of a graduate student there.
Gifts from home, stipends, loans
The South Dakota senator has also and grants are all regarded as
repudiated "the Jerry Rubins and Abbie income. Watts clarified, however,
Hoffmans," saying "they have discredited in that such things as loans and grants,
"are pro·rated over the course of
the public mind legitimate efforts for peace the academic year, in the case of
and justice."
students, and averaged into their
In addition, he has attacked rule breakers monthly income.
of the right and left, calling for institutional
Students on a deferred payment
program may deduct the amount
I
reform as the means of restoring healt 1 to our of their payment in the month it is
national political life.
due.

McGovern Will Lead Rap Session
Sen. George McGovem, D-S.D., who has
been an outspoken critic of American
involvement in Vietnam, will speak at UNM
from 1:30 to 2:30 p.m. today in the north
ballroom of the Union.
The session, called at the request of
McGovern, is sponsored by ASUNM and the
Young Democrats. McGovern will answer
questions from the audience for most of the
session.
The 48-year-old chairman of the Senate
Select Committee on Nutrition and Human
Needs was a candidate for the Democratic
Presidential nomination in the summer of
1968. He also serves as chairman of the Senate
Sub-committee on Indian Affairs and is a
member of the committees on Agriculture
and Interior. He has been a member of the
Senate since 1962, after serving in the House
of Representatives from 1957 to 1961..
McGovern received his Ph.D. in history
from Northwestern University and served as
professor for three years at his alma mater,
Dakota Wesleyan University. During World
Friday,-Qctober 23, 1970

During his talk Watts explained
that students on work study or
people on unemployment could
qualify if they fell into an
economic bracket determined by
the local social services office that
qualifies them, as in need of food
stamps.
He added students sometilhes
have cash reserves from summer
employment or other sources and
must report it when applying for
stamps. ·
Watts specified during his talk
that scale down of income for
reasons like medical bills, repairs
and o t her forms of necessary
expenses are subject to approval by
the program's county director.
"Students that have a rough
(class) load and are working, that
qualify for stamps, may have their
wives represent them in proxy,"
said Watts.
•
. . .
People living. in the University
area can apply for stamps at the
South Valley office, 117 Trumbull

S.E.

During the first part of the
month the office is busy w,ith
walk-ins and appointment
applicants. If an applicant makes
an appointment, processings take
about one month. Although
walk·ins are accepted, they usually
have a three to four month wait,
The process is being improved by
the addition of new personnel
hired to handle the applicant load.
Watts said, "The first seven to 10
days of the month are absolutely
wild at the office. It's regretable
that the walk·ins have to wait so
long."
He stressed the point of
documentation of income and
proof of need as very important in
qualifying for stamps.
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Alternative, Supplement to The Lobo

C~ompetitive
By CLARK JERMAIN
The Newspaper, rather than
trying to represent or organize a
united front, ''will try to present
problems affecting all students,"
said John Gillis, editor.
The paper, which was conceived
by SRA (Students for Responsible
Action) and YAF (Young
Americans for Freedom) in the
wake of last year's student strike, is
not meant to expound the views of
those groups, said Gillis.
Howard Sylvester, chairman for
SRA, said The Newspaper was
originated because "we felt a
definite need to reflect both sides
of a picture, as we don't think The
Lobo is able to do."
The paper, considered by many
to be right-wing, takes a
"moderate" stand, said Gillis. He
stressed The Newspaper is not
trying to uphold the views of any
particular faction: "It is trying to

LIVING BATCH
LIMITED
Books & Periodicals
2406 Central SE

present pertinent facts to all
factions."
Gillis recognized many failings
in the first issue of the paper, which
was released last week. He feels,
however, that time and experience
will solve many of the difficulties
encountered.
Gillis, who edits the paper feels
there is need for compebtion
between campus newspapers in
this case between The Lobo 'and
The Newspaper. He said he is trying
to reach the entire student body, as
The Lobo does and he hopes to
augment the material presented in
The Lobo. Such competition could
eventually cause The Lobo to
i~prove its own publication, he
sat d.
Gillis pointed out that his paper
has the time to consider certain
subjects in-depth which The Lobo
might treat less carefully due to its
daily nature and the vast amount of
material it must cover.
The paper, Gillis explained, is
staffed by an all-volunteer force of
students, which fluctuates between
10 and 30. The staff receives no
pay for their work, said Gillis.
Printing is carried out by the
Albuquerque News, which charges
$200 for the present four pages of
the paper.
Cost at this point is taken up
through individual and group
contributions. SRA contributes
funds with the knowledge of their
supporters .. "SRA, by funding The
Newspaper, hopes that the UNM

La Raza, Steiner

Ojos & Ojo· Kits
Tissue Paper
Paper Flowers
Pinatas.

Goliath, David Harris
Poem Is A Four Letter
Word, Kanowitz (some signed)

10% Student Discount
Mail Order Anywhere

The Patriot Chiefs,
Josephy

lo Pinata

(Just got Timothy Leary's
'Eagle Brief')

#2 Patio Market
Old Town, Albq.
242-2400,242-3736
Open 11-9 Sun. 1-9

OPEN EVENINGS

-

kapy korner
High Speed XEROX COPIES-Sc-No Limit
special rates for dissertations-required paper supplied free

SIMMS BUILDING

....

247-4406

World

Newspaper Emerges

other locations in Winrock Center,
Notional Building & 120 Madeira NE

---

..

News

campus will have a more honest
communication of the news," said
Sylvester.
Gillis hopes the paper will
eventually become self-supporting
through advertising. He said this
By United Press International
goal might be met by the time the
third issue comes out next month.
The paper is meant to be
bi-monthly,
Sylvester said its circulation is
not set or known as yet, but
SANTA CRUZ, Calif.-Po!ice Thursday identified a 24-year-old
enough for "one for every student bearded man who wears a hat with a red, white and blue band as a suspect
on campus, with mailings to other in the killing of five persons at a mountaintop mansion.
(New Mexico) universities" is the
Santa Cruz County Sheriff Douglas James identified the man as John
goal, said Sylvester.
Linley Frazier. Frazier was describ~d as a "white male American with
The Newspaper is distributed brownish blond hair combed to one side and reaching to his collar," He
much the same as The Lobo, free of some times goes by the last name of Pascal, James said.
charge, at many of the same
James' announcement, with little elaboration, came in a brief
locations The Lobo uses. Gillis statement at a news conference in his office. He said Frazier was "a local"
admitted that he feels a little but refused to specify whether this meant he lived in Santa Cruz cr in one
embarrassed about "shadowing" of the nearly 50 hippie communes in the surrounding hills.
The Lobo boxes.
James also did not say why Frazier was linked with the killings of
Gillis said he has had a lot of Victor Ohta and four others Monday night. Police previously had said
encouragement through feedback they were looking for three long·haired young people, one a girl.
from readers. This feedback has
been both good and bad, he said, as
is to be expected with any
publication. But sheer quantity of
MONTREAL-Police expressing concern over the four·day silence
reactions seems to warrant hope
from Bl'itish diplomat James R. Cross and his FLQ kidnapers, said
for Per P e t u at i o n of The
Thursday their manhunt had run out ofleads.
Newspaper, he said.
Not since the British Trade Commissioner was seized from his home
Gillis also said he has had a lot of
Oct. 5 has so long a period passed without word either from Cross-via
cooperation from people he and his
messages in his own handwriting-or communiques from the Quebec
reporters have interviewed. He said
Liberation Front, whose demand forfrcedom for 23 "political" prisoner!
part of this may be due to a general
has been rejected by the government.
campus opinion, especially among
"We're getting a bit anxious," Inspector J. R. Melancon of the Quebec
faculty members, that The Lobo
provincial police told a reporter. "Nothing has led to anything-there are
tends to lean towards the Left, and
n
"h e sat'd .
no c1u,s,
so me times prints embarrassing
The last word from Cross-a "to the authorities" letter-was discowr<>d
mat: rial,
. .
in a telephone booth Sunday, about 12 hours after the strangled body of
G!lhs does not know what Js Ill
Quebec Labor and Immigration Minister Pierre Laportl', -19, was found in
store for The Newsl?aper. Base~. 01~ __at:J.Jll!~Qm.o.l]l.l.!!_trJt!Jk;~a!Jollt.a .lllil.r from lb<>.bu.ngalow where ht' had been
the numbe-r'f)f-reac'clUirs-trei"msilad,
held hostage for a week.
however, he feels the paper will
stay in operation.
He hopes continued op~?ration
will keep students better informed
on what is happening, "possibly
helping to counteract
reactionaries, both right and
left-wing."
Said Sylvester: "We hope that
The Seventh Annual Purchase which is being broken up. They arc
students will become more Exhibition will open Monday priced from $10 to $80, with an
interested in what is going on at evening at the UNM art museum. average of around $30. A Picasso
UNM. There is too much apathy.
The annual event gives New lino·cut done in 1963 is priced at
The Newspaper will help."
Mexicans an opportunity to $1800.
"The Newspaper does not hope purchase works for their art
Miniature paintings in a group
to equal the function of The collections.
from India are priced from $140 to
Lobo," said Gillis, "it does,
Prices vary from $10 to several $160. Two Appel lithographs are
however, hope to help students by thousand dollars, so collectors can included, priced at$125 and $150.
presenting a somewhat more find what they want whether they The pric<> rang<> ort Daumier
detailed view of important issues." are starting to collect art or have a lithographs is $35 to $50. Etchings
sophisticated collection.
by VanLeyden rartge from $45 to
The selections-about 100-also $65. Media included are sculpture
range from the Old Masters to (by Vasa), acrylic, oil and
works by contemporary artists. v:a tHco I or paintings, <>tehings,
The show continues through Nov. lithographs, a collage (by
15.
l!IEII:Iiilii:IEI:II:IlJ~IDE:Ii:IIIElnlillii!I:IEI:IIilllm:l!:ll!li:IU!Uill!!l!Dliiii!EiiiEI:'!:J
Raus.ch<>nberg), serigraphs,
A special preview for members engravmgs and woodcuts.
Friday, Oct, 23
of Friends of Art will be from 7:30
The works were obtained from
Border Collf'gc Consortium; Union,
to 8:30 p.m. during which galleries in New York, Los Angeles
room 230; 11:45 a.m.
ASUNM-Sen. Geor::c McGovern; members will have an opportunity and New M<>xico.
Union, north ballroom; 1:30 p.m.
to vote on a work or works which
Special Education & Guidance; the group purchases and donates to
New Mexico Lobo
Union, room 231·A; 2 p.m.
the museum.
United Nation<;; AssoCiation: Union,
Vol. 74
No. 31
ballroom;H:30 p.m.
The public opening will be from
Fiim Committee:
Genesis III"; 8:30 to 10 p.m. Memberships in
Box 20, University P.O., UNM,
Union theater; 7 & 10 p.m.
Friends of Art will be available
Albuquerque, N.M,, 87106
3 HO: Union, room 253; 7 p.m.
Inner I,ight Foundation: Union, then.
Editorial Phone (505)
room 129; 7:30p.m.
Contemporary artists
277·4102, 277-4202
represented include Max
The New Mexico Lobo is
Beckmann, Picasso, Arp, Miro,
published daily every regular week
Matisse, Rauschenberg, Jim Dine,
of the University year by the Board
of Student Publications of the
Nath1•n Oliveira, Clayton Pond,
Ber lelitnerschnitul
Associated Students of the
Kollwitz, Jacques Villon
University of New Mexico, and is
Wunderlich and Ensor.
'
not financially associated with
Earlier works include those by
UNM. Printed by the UNM Printing
POLISH SANDWICH
Plant with second class postage paid
Daumier, Delacroix
at Albuquerque, New Mexico,
Fantin·Latour, Helleu, Piranesi:
Cheese
87106. Subscription rate is $7 for
Van Leyden, Aldegrever, Goltzius,
the academic Yl'ar.
Mustard
The opinions expressed on the
Hiroshige, Beham, Samuel Palmer
editorial pages of The Lobo are·
and Vlaminck.
Pickel
those of the author solely.
Included in the exhibition are
Unsigned <>pinion is t11at of the
On A Rye Bun
~ngravirtgs and etchings bysuch
editorial board of The I.obo.
Nothing necessarily represents tht•
artist~ as. Dujardin and Earlam
•.. a meal i11 itstl!
views of the Associat<'d Students or
selected from the Leo Steinberg
the University of New Mexieo,
collection of Old Master prints,

•
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Police N arne Suspect in Killings

Canadian Manhunt Stymied

The four words at the bottom ofthis page underlie a series
of advertisements, which you'll start seeing in this newspaper next week.
The subject is communication. Not the technology, which,
as a matter of fact, is remarkably successful. But the art,
which seems to be failing.
We believe that somebody ought to talk about the frightening distances that are springing up between people, about
their increasing unwillingness to step away from their own
kind to understand another's point of view. The decay affects
everyone: young or old, black or white, hip or straight, those
who work with their heads and those who work with their
hands.
We're neither naive nor arrogant enough to believe that
we can offer solutions.
But we're serious enough to make statements that reflect
our dismay at what we see-and fail to see-going on around
us. At a time when all of us need to be outward bound, we're
turning defiantly inward.
What happens out there between you and somebody else
when you're willing not only to share your similarities but to
understand your differences, that-ah that, my friend-is
what it's all about.

7 tltPurchase Exhibition

Chance to Obtain Art

Calling U

45

1

l
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STEREDSONIC EQUIPMENT
WE SEARCHED HILL, DALE AND DESERT

And we found these marvelous zodiac values.
Gold filled mini-necklace with your choice
of zodiac charm, $8. Gold filled
mini-bracelet with choice of charm, $7.50.

Mindlin

•

sansu1

We are a full .line deal.er and invite yo~t to hear the difference
that.s~nsui quality makes .
.Stop.by and see us during-our ·"Getting Acq~wintcd Days" we will
attempt to give y~m the lqwest: prices available on all component
package plans.·
·

..

Jewelers Since 1919.

314 Central S. W. • Albuquerque
Convenient Terms

Understanding begins with communication.

PROUDLY ANNOUNCES THE ARRIVAL OF

5003 Menaul. NE

@ Mountain Bell

Custoni Sound Room Available

Open 9:00 .a.m. to 7:00 p.m.

Friday 'til 9:00 p.m.

~68-4227

•

•

Downtown Mon,-'Sat, 9:30-5:30
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Another Kent Student
Busted on Indictment
KENT, Ohio (UPI)- A second
student who was wounded last
spring on the Kent State University
campus when national guardsmen
fired into a group of demonstrating
students was arrested Thursday on
an indictment handed down by a
special state grand jury,
Joseph Lewis, 19, of Massillon,
Ohio, charged with second-degree
rioting, was wounded seriously last
May 4 when four students were
killed by guardsmen. Lewis, who
was listed in critical condition
when he was first hospitalized, was
a freshman sociology major at the
time< he was wounded.
Lewis was the second of nine
students injured in the May
shootings to be arrested on the
indictments. Alan Canfora, 21,
Barberton, Ohio, an·ested Tuesday
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Tapes from
$1.00 to $5.77

and charged with second degree
rioting, was wounded superficially
in the shooting.
Lewis was arraigned Thursday
and released on $1000 bond.
Authorities reported Thursday
sheriff's deputies were having
difficulty serving arrest warrants
on 13 of the 25 persons indicted by
the special grand jury. Twelve
persons have been arrested.
A spokesman for Sheriff Joseph
C. Hegedus said the number of
arrests was not expected to grow as
quickly within the next few days
because several of those indicted
have moved to new locations.
"A lot of kids gave Kent
addresses," the gpokesman said,
"but they are not there anymore
and we have to search them·out. I
don'texpectthingswillgoasfastas
they did the last couple of days."
The special state grand jury, in
its report on the month-long
investigation, was critical of the
Kent State administration for a
"permissive
attitude."
NobyOhio
Guardsmen were
indicted
the
panel.
The Kent State chapter of the
American Associaiton of
University Professors, Thursday
criticized the grand jury for
oversimplifying an "incredibly
complex" situation.

Sebring1Jjair
Design for Men

Complete recording, repair and
installation

facilities.

Thou-

sands of tapes to choose from-

listen before you buy!

CAMPU§· BRIEF§
Dames Club
The UNM Kappa Chapter of
Dames will meet Saturday, 10 a.m.
at Gulf Mart. There will be a bake
sale with the proceeds going to the
scholarship fund. .

Middle Earth Room
The middle earth room will not
open Friday as originally
announced. The room will have a
grand opening Halloween night
with a gala pru:ty. Interested
persons are asked to contact Don
Lindsley at the ASUNM offices,
277·4406.

Jonson Gallery
"Recent Gifts to the Permanent
Collection," one of the most varied
art exhibitions to be shown at
Jonson Gallery will open Sunday.
Hours are 3·6 p.m.
There are oils, watercolors,
acrylics, color woodblock prints

The follies of world
politics-and the steps taken
toward building a new· world
order-will be the penetrating
topics discussed by award-winning
CBS news correspondent David
Schoenbrun at a 25th Anniversary
UN Association banquet here
tonight at 7:30p.m.
A banquet is scheduled for 6:30
p.m. in the Union ballroom.
Tickets for the dinner and talk are
$5, while tickets for the lecture
only are $1.
Now a senior lecturer in the
Graduate School of International
Affairs, Schoenbrun was with CBS
from 1947·1963. He is the only
correspondent to have won major
awards in every medium of
communication. His newest book
is entitled "Vietnam: How we got
in, How we can get out."
"The time is short for the

look for the orange bldg.
... , .. _
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College Club
Thursday, 7:30p.m.

For Appointment Call
255·0166
)504 Central Ave. S.E.
(z i3lk. East of San Mateo)

'The Price'
Tryouts for "The Price" by
Arthur Miller will be at Rodey
Theatre Tuesday and Wednesday
from 7:30 to 9 p.m.
This second production of the
year is scheduled for
mid-December. The four-character
play concerns the confrontation of
two brothers, one a policeman, the
other a successful surgeon, after an
estrangement of 16 years, as they
settle their father's estate. 'rhe
other two characters are the
middle-aged wife of the policeman,
and an 89·year-old Yiddish
furniture appraiser.
Rodey's first play of the season,
"Oh What a Lovely War," runs
through Sunday night at 8:15.
Tickets are available at the Rodey
box office.

Former CBS Newsman
Will Speak at Banquet

BankAmericard/Master (,barge
256-7241

and an impressive ink drawing in
the show.

Westminster Building
Nursery Available

823 C?pper Ave. NE at locust NE

The only 15¢ f1amburger
1n town ...
is here

to stay!
Some of you got the idea Red Top's new 15c hamburger was just a
temporary offer. A Super Special. Not on your life. It's here to staythe same meaty all-beef burger topped with Red Top's own tangy
Western sauce. And on a full 3 112-inch bun. All for 15 cents. All the
time. So come and get 'em.
.,

15¢ EACH ...OR SEVEN FOR $1.00

REDTOP

creation of a new peaceful world
order," Schoenbrun says. "Russia
and America are powerful enough
to destroy the world, but neither is
strong enough to rule the world, or
even to overcome internal
problems that plague the giants."
He will speak on the destruction
of the old order of the British and
French empires and the present
tensions between the U.S., Russia,
China and emerging new countries.
The Kiker Lecture Memorial is
sponsoring two additional
appearances by Schoenbrun,
Saturday at 10:30 a.m. in
university hall at New Mexico
Highlands University in Las Vegas
and Saturday night at 7:45 at the
Lodge in Los Alamos. At Las Vegas
he will discuss the U.S. and
Vietnam, while in Los Alamos he
will talk on crossroads America,

Film Committee

l

This weekend's movie, "Genesis
III," will be shown Friday and
Saturday nights in the Union
theater beginning at 7 and 10 p.m.
Admission is $1 with ID's.

Environment Seminar
Business, professional and
academic leaders from New Mexico
will hold a seminar today at UNM
to study "The Changing
Organizational Environment.''
The seminar is sponsored by the
UNM College of Business and
Administrative Sciences Advisory
Council, a group of 28 persons
from the top echelons of state life.
Open discussion panels will
conclude the seminar, scheduled
from 2·5 p.m.
Keynote speaker will be Sheldon
S. Davis, vice president and
director of industrial relations of
the Systems Group, TRW, Inc. He
will discuss "Organiza tiona!
Adaptation to Our Changing
Environment."

Psychics
Two California psychics, Chris
and Betty Bethards, will speak at 8
tonight in the Union lounge.

ANew Game
Lobo linebacker Herman
Fredenberg is the first member of
the Menomini Indian tribe to play
college football. "Numerically, we
would be one of the smallest of
the Indian tribes," says Herman's
father, "so you can see how proud
we are to have Herman as a
metnber of the Lobo varsity. I
know of no other Menomini to
have played on a major college
football team."

have a faculty member on duty at
the center from 4 to midnight,
although faculty members will not
be seeing students who come in for
help. We will be expanding to 18
hours per day next week, and as
soon as possible we plan to be open
on a 24 hour basis."

Rodey Theatre's first
production of the season, "Oh
What A Lovely War," is a master
musical of paradox which places
face to face the extremes of human
comedy and the human tragedy of
war.
Most of us weren't around for
World War I, the Great War, "the
war to end all wars," which left 10
million dead, 21 million wounded,
and eight million missing (you can
keep your own score if you like).
Unfortunately, iL did not end all
wars and there have been several
"improved" versions of the "ever
popular war game" since, but none
have inspired the circus-ring
atmosphere of "Oh What A Lovely
War."
Under the direction of Carolyn
Sirkel, the large and versatile cast
changes hats and accents in a
fast-paced Laugh·In·type history
of WWI, depicted against the
realism provided by slides of scenes
on the homefront and in the lines.
And the master of ceremonies,
James Price, very conveniently
cracks his whip and brings all the
important players togethel' in the

Padilla said there was a
possibility of some Agora members
receiving additional training at the
Mental Health Center, but it would
be a different type of training than
the MASH members receive.
He added, "MASH will be on our
referral list, but our goals and areas
of concern are different, and we
will remain a separate
organization."
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Management
watch for
GRAND
OPENING

Tm: CULTURAL PRoGRAM CoMMn·nm
AND Trm DEPARTMt:NT OF LANGUAGES UNM
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DIRECT !<'ROM MADRID

N.E.

FlEE KOSSERS CLUB CAlD
YOUR TICKET TO ONE FREE FOOD ITEM A MONTH

DRUGS

OPEN UNTIL MIDNIGHT-FREE DELIVERY
We cash Student Checks For Cosh
243-4446,- Corner of Central & Yale
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LUTHERAN
at 11:00 a.m.
The Rev. Richard Elliott
EPISCOPAL
at 9:30a.m. & 5:00p.m.
Weclnesd~y and St. Days, 12:30 p.m.
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at Canterbury Chapel
425 University NE
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Also Steaks, Chops and
Seafood
Hours: Mon.-Thurs., 7 o.m.·8 p.m.
Fri. & Sat., 7 a.m.-10 p.m.
344-4172 Owner & chef John E. Alhons
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to be happy.
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NO DEPOSIT OR
CARRYING CHARGE
WHILE IN LAYAWAY

Tw() plays by Ramon del Vallc-Inchan

Tickets-Adults $2.00, Students $1.50

EPISCOPAL

ZALES DIAMOND GUARANTEE. The diamond you purchase at Zales is
guaranteed for size, cut, quality and brilliance. If you can find a better
diamond value anywhere within sixty days, return your Zales purchase for
a full refund.
NOT ALL PRICE RANGES AVAILABLE AT EVERY ZALES STORE

ESTA NOCHE
TEATRO

MONDAY, October 26-8:15 p.m.

LUTHERAN&

CjR€€K

WWI drama in the circus ring, or
organizes a quail hunt or a military
ball, so that we may more easily
view the confrontations.
King of the company of pierrots
is David Cramer, whose portrayal
of the slow-learner in a bayoneting
class, his version of a British officer
and his rendition of "Goodbye-ee"
won the laughs and favor of the
full-house audience.
Two novelty items of special
enjoyment are Gretchen Byrne and
Teresa Lee. Byrne bumps, grinds
and sings a gusty, well-rounded
"Belgium Put the Kibosh on the
Kaiser" (whatever that means), and
Lee thrills and amazes the audience
with a tricky tongue-twisting
"Sister Susie's Sewing Shirts (for
Soldiers)" that gets progressively
faster.
Biii Cook's choreography is a
delightful mixture of vaudeville
and the Rockettes, which
complements the "old" songs.
Nadene Blackburn's use of strobe
lights during the war scenes is
perfect.
"OH What a Lovely War" runs
through Sunday at Rodey Theatre.
Carolyn Babb

6820
Menaul Blvd.,

they used the library very much,
Virtually all who wet·e qucstio1wd
made reference to the book
shOJ"tage.
The building's urchitecture
which makes it necessary to go up
and down sets of stairs to find
reference material, was also high on
the list of comment,
The library was given credit for
being a haven to study in but was
not praised by the students for
much else except the willingness of
the library staff to help students
and make the best of the facilities
available.

'Oh What a Lovely War'

in Spanish

Ask the Red Top manager for your
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'War' Actors

Mary Canzoner and David
Cramer are performing in the
musical "Oh What a Lovely War,"
now playing at Rodey Theatre.

"I walked in and felt frozen."
"It scares me." These are some
opinions expressed in a random
sample of students asked about
their impressions of the UNM
library.
Leila Anthony: Books under a
certain author are in different
places in the library. They're hard
to find. I won't go into the stacks.
It scares me-too dark and isolated,
Tim Trucano: I don't use it that
much, but it would be better if
there were more books. It's
obvious that there's a book
shortage. I imagine if you're a
graduate student you'd really hate
it, but an undergrad like me just
doesn't us4 it that much.
Linda Bobier: It's good to study
there 'cause it's quiet, but you have
to run all over the place, upstairs
and down, to find anything. It
would be nice to have card catalogs
for each floor, The personnel were
very helpful but the information I
needed just wasn't there.
Marilyn Holmes: It's the best of
any New Mexican college but it's
difficult to find books. The
librarians should know more about
the books that are available.
None of the respondents said

Confrontation
Ar1iona opponents might do
best never to touch Mark Arneson,
ace Wildcat linebacker. "I usually
start the game playing real calm,"
Arneson says. "Then when I get a
good pop, I really start hitting."

Agora Changes Headquarters
To Placement Center Trailer
Agora opened its doors
Wednesday in the basement of
1805 Roma. Yesterday they
moved to their permanent
headquarters in the placement
center trailer behind the library.
Arnold Padilla, the student
chairman, said, "the trailer is much
better for our purposes than the
one room we had at one time in
Mesa Vista. It is essential to our
operations that we have at least
two rooms if not more."
Agora now has more than 100
student volunteers, and enough
faculty members to have someone
on call at all times. Samuel Roll,
faculty chairman for the group,
explained, "for the first few
months of operation, we hope to

Impressions of Library
Vary Among Students

Friday, October 23, 1970

Student Accounts Invited
Five Points Shopping Center
Downtown 318 Central SW
Open 10 AM-6 PM
Fri. 10 AM-9 PM
Win rock Open 10 AM-9 PM Daily
Jlluslralion Enlorgcd
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Wyoming Hosts NM
Tomorrow in Laramie
The UNM Lobos will move their
WAC campaign into full swing this
weekend when they travel to
Laramie to meet the Wyoming
Cowboys, in a Saturday afternoon
contest.
The Lobos, now 3·2 on the
season, are on a two-game winning
streak, and are coming off a 24-17
victory over downstate New
Mexico State University.
The Cowboys, led by head coach
Lloyd Eaton, ar!J 1·4 on the
season, and come off a last minute
loss to Utah University, 20·16, last
week in Laramie.
The Cowboys have been plagued
with problem after problem ever
since dropping 14 blacks off their
then 6·0 1969 squad. The last time
the Cowboys met UNM was last
year in Albuquerque, when they
dropped a 24·12 decision. In that

game, then sophomore
quarterback Rocky Long led the
Lobos to their first victory in 25
WAC outings by throwing a
78-yard TD pass to Sam Scarber
and another 78-yard bomb to split
end John Stewart. The 'Pack led
21-3 at halftime and held on in the
second half to take the victory,
24·12.
The W olfpack will leave
Albuquerque about noon today
and will arrive in Laramie this
afternoon; kickoff is set for 1 : 30
p.m. MDT in Laramie, Saturday.
Wyoming leads the 26-game
series, 17 ·9·0, and their largest
margin of victory came in 1950
when they won 44-0 over the
Lobos. The 'Lobos won 28-0 in
1941 for their largest margin of
victory.

1100 Shop

The
Look-Ahead
look

Lobo Picks
New Mexico at Wyoming

'Pups to Face
Arizona State

• • •

The UNM Wolfpups will try to
even out their 1970 campaign this
weekend when they face the
Arizona State Sun Imps at
University Stadium this Saturday,
The 'Pups are coming off a 34·25
loss to Arizona last week in
Tucson. They led, 10·0 at halftime.
This is the first outing of the season
for the Sun Imps.
Last week the 'Pups were led by
the passing of quarterback Larry
Eckl, although the Wolfpups were
supposed to be mainly a running
team. Eckl pas sed 35 times,
completing 19 for 312 yards and
one touchdown.

Paul
Fleck

Don Burge
and
Michael Blake
(22·7)

Roger
Ruvolo
(20·9)

Andy
Garmezy
. (20·9)

(i8-li)

NM,30·22

NM, 28·10

NM, 18·6

NM, 35·21

f

J
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Arizona at Utah

Ariz., 20·17

Utah, 34·13

Utah, 24·20

Ariz., 24·16

Arizona State at UTEP

ASU,38·21

ASU, 27·21

ASU, 30·17

ASU, 49·35

Utah State at BYU

usu, 34·6

usu, 17·13

usu, 48·0

usu, 20·17

CSU at West Virginia

W.Vir., 40-10

W.Vir., 20·14

W.Vir., 32-17

~

~~

WEEKLo/-EARNINGS

UNM Water Polo Squad
Plays Air Force Tonight
By DAVE BRANDS
With four former high school
All-America swimmers, coach
John Mechem's UNM water polo
team faces Air Force Academy in a
regular game tonight and opens the
Air Force Academy Water Polo
Tournament with Colorado State
tomorrow morning in Colorado
Springs.
"CSU and Air Force are
probably the two strongest teams
in this region," Mechem said. "CSU
was seventh in the nation last year

Try Our GRINDERS • Fine.
lt~l!aA SnAd\•Jiches
I liD Harvard S.E.
243·6369

and the entire varsity is intact this
year." He said the CSU team
inc! udes two returning college
All-America's with three former
high school All-America's joining
the team this year.
Mechem said Air Force also has
four former high school
All-America's on its team which
has been practicing since the
beginning of August. "The service
teams are always well-disciplined
teams," Mechem said.
Mechem has 21 water polo
players divided into varsity and
junior varsity ranks going to
Colorado. Eric Hansen, Jan War,
Gene Sudol and John Driscoll are
the All-America's who should
bolster the team's strength.
Hansen, War, Driscoll and a fourth
player, Bruce Harvey, all attended
Iolani High School in Honolulu,
Hawaii before coming to UNM this
year.

You'll never taste
acolder beer.

Rick Klatt and Eric Philips
captured All-WAC honors for their
efforts on last year's water polo
varsity. Jack Faunce, Mike
O'Connor and Paul Wettin round
out the squad. Mechem said he was
·"very impressed" with Klatt,
O'Connor, Sudol and Driscoll
during practice sessions.
"0 n the junior varsity, I've been
impressed with Randy Fuller, Mark
Combs and Arno Nelson," Mechem
said.
Mechem said he wasn't sure but
he thought JJSU is still ranked in
the top 10 of the nation's water
polo clubs. In the WAC Wyoming,
BYti and Utah also have water polo
clubs.
"Nationally, California schools
dominate water polo," Mechem
said. "UCLA, UC at Santa Barbara,
UC at Irvine and San Jose State
have been playing the game for a
long time and they are always in
the top rankings,"
Mechem said the Air Force
tournament could determine
UNM's chances for success at the
NCAA rcgionals next month.

RATES: 7c per word, 20 word minimum ($1.40) per time run. If ad is to
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PERSONALS

JiTERESTED IN MEETING girl with
whom I spoke about Phil Ochs. Cull
243-1662 between G-7 pm. 10/26

BLOOD PLASMA DONOR CENTER
307 Cl?lltral :to!,E,
Tucs.-Sat. 8-5

READ three times fns.tt>r. Raise grnrlQS-~
cut study time. EVI~I.YN WOOD READING DYNAMICS. Class starts Monday.
Oct. 27, 6 .. 9 pm. I•,or information C'nll
2GG-676l. 10/27

I
I

I
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TWO LOCATIONS:
518 CENTRAL S.W. ALSO
6616 CENTRAL S.E.
255·0892
(ACROSS FROM FAIRGROUNDS)
Minimum Age 21 Years Old
Proof of Ag<> Required

EROS
ADULT THEATRE
518 Central S,W.
Ph. 243-0033
Movie Continuous-Lobby Bo<>k
Store New Open. Adult Books,
Magazines, Bmm Film
Open 7 am to Midnite
Quarter Arcade
Admission $4.00 (Movie)

Completely Clean YoU1·
Ca1· the P1·ojessional Way

Ekstrand has had 26 tries at t>xtra
points and made only 21, and has
hit on four of six field goal
attempts.
Hartshorne, a junior, last year
set the school record for a kicker
with 43 points on eight of nine
field goal attempts, and 19 for 20
con versions. With 3 0 points
midway in the season, Joe should
have no trouble breaking his own
record.

FUN

THUNDERBIRD literary and nrt mnga.
zine needfl llction, art. poetry, etc.
Deadline Oct. 30. Rm. 205 Journalism
Bldg.

---·-------·-

1oe on Record Pace
Joe Hartshorne, New Mexico's
soccer-style kicker, is presently
tied for third place in the WAC
scoring figures. Hartshorne's 30
points have lleen achieved by
kicking five field goals in as many
attempts, and converting 15 of 16
extra point tries.
Arizona State's kicker Don
Ekstrand is three points ahead of
Hartshorne, but his accuracy
figures do not measure up.

UNM ARTISTS what are you doing 7 Sub·
mit your creations Ior pub1ication in the
Thunderbird. Dt~adline O('t. 30, Rm. 205
_ Journnlism_!ll<~10/21!__ _ ___
'

DO IT YOURSELF

FUN

OKIE'S

lOc BEER

WHERE: Journalism Building. Room

169, afternoona preferably or mnil.
run five or more consecutive days with
no changes the rate is reduced to Gc
Cla.asHied Advertising
Per word and the minimum number of
UNM P.O. Box 20
words to 10.
Albuquerque, N.M. 87106
TERMS: Payment must be made in f~U prior to insertion of ~dverUsement.

Blood Plasma Donors Needed l

Joe Hartshorne

Saving money is like saving
stamps only philately is more fun.

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING

FREE, adorable 1dttens, multicoJor, in(']uding one ''tortoise shell." Call 877-2791, !J<,.
fore 4 pm. 10/27

-""""e" § ~ASH $

W.Vir., 31·13

The voice of conscience is a
tiresome conversationalist.

NOTICE: ALL CLASSIFIED ADS must be
in by 3 J>.m. to run the following d~y.
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LOST & FOUND
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FOR SALE

1969 VOLl<SWAGI~N- SQUAREBACK;i;;
(>Xcellent c•ondition: 2H,OOO mil(.'S; dark
blue: lurn-!ugc rnclc; two snow tires nnd
rimBi r & h; cx.ccl1ent gas mileage nnd
]0\Y maintc>nnnec cost;
$1850; contact
Fatho•· Bill Crews 217-2515 (office) or
26H-R245 (home).10/27

PORT ABJ,E z~;NITH;-;;;fli:--1>_-:-to_J_'-.-:-te-ro_o_w-:i-:--th
:-wpnrntc \\'cJodgrnin Hfil•:nl<.ers-$23.00 ot•
best oiicr. <'11ll 205-:l2H7. 10/27
iu70 HONDA 17fi stn•etl;i·i;c>-.K1"2:·~5R"'a2=-.-=z"'"'o4
SU!nford SE. Kathy. 10/27
1U70 STlo:RlW CONSOLES (walnut) 4sncultC~r, $HH. A)Ho tih'N'c> rom]Jonent r.ystl•ms rmnJIIPh• with Garrard <•hnn~~r,
~prn1~C"r.'4 anti du_'it r>CJ\Tr. I•:xtrn jnr1tn on
ndclitionnl tnlll' d<·~l~. S79.!JU or monthly
r>aymC"nts. Unih•d Fn•iJ.~ht Sa)c>s, 3!J2U San
Mat"o NI·~. 9-9 Mon.-I•~ri. Sut until 6.
10/27
,_,
·-----.......,--!-{ NI.;W ZIG ZAG
Rt•wint~ Machin<'s with
full fartory gunrnnt<'l1, NntionnJiy ndv<'rti:-;etl brand to hC' :mlll fur 83G (inrh.
Monthly rm~mwnts nvnilnb1P. 'rhro(' mu·
rhine>:; may l1c> inRIH.'t't<'cl in wnrC!house at
UNITI.;r> !o'I!J-;IGHT l-\Al.ES, ~920 San
-·~·--·

__

__

MatPo NI•;, n.n Mon.-l•'ri. Sat. until o.

F'OUND: PUPPY, Blnclt with whit<" mnrlt-

•
•
•
•
•

Clean & Paint Engines
Polish & Wax
Shampoo Interiors
Back to Factory colors
Packaged materials at
low prices
• Rf.'nt stall $1/hr.

in1.r.s on feet and ch<>st. About 10. wc(']m
old. Call 242-3914 or rome to 151 n TU<•rn~
NI~. 10/29

IU~\V ARD OFl•'gUJ·~D for

r.JidN·uJt• lost in
library afternoon of 10;22 on ba~"m"nt
floor. No QucHtiom> At"ltcd. gdwural ]!;,
Holcomb 268-8966. 10/26

s·ror.~EN FRI../uftC'rnoon

by fl:w lJOI<' am;
re. Yamaha f-iir:ns UJI•Iide down 'on 1Jiat'ltl
white J.!a.~ tnnk. Lir<'m1l~ nn. l\1.-2:M04, c>rlginc no. ll!!-3008!1. NQA 243·2020. 10.'23

10/27

---- --,~-===-:=-~--:--::-:::--,:-

l'ORTAHI.B S'l'EREO for ,.,.]<,, GI•;, about
thne YClar;~ olcl, lJut it !-mund:-o prf.'ltY ~-rood.
(Soumis just lilco a lOOW Fisher when
you're stoned. l Just layet! out $12.50 to

fix a ~:;prnl~C'r. HO you hett(lr upprl'ciatc
my pri('(• of $20. 24:{~0619. I~t'aVe mes•
n~~· for Chuck. 10!2G
--··- ...
1968 TRIUMPH 500 'l'rophy. !,ow milcar:e,
r:ood condition. $826 or host offer. Phone
277-4279. 10/26
1967 MUSTANG, -Y~<l:;-lo-w-.-r:~,o-od:-c-on-<1:-:it::-io-n.
Best afTer. Call 277-2089. 10/26
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Our normal charge
Do It Yourself about

40.00
15.00

Mon.-Fri. 5·9 P.M.
Sat.-Sun. All Day
115 Ricl1mond NE

3)

Every Wed. 5-6 PM

r

WHOr.~:

~=~--------

- - - - - ·- -

EARTH CATALOGS nnd supplements. All editions. Cnll Mnggie. 2431438. 10/23

TYPING by expericncffi nrofes..qional: rea..
sonnblc rntcs; qulek service; 265·6364/277Ga2a. 10/26

5)

265-6694

SERVICI~S

~--~~-~

FORSALE

GARAGE SALE: 1310 C-oni SE. Sat. and
Sun. from 10-4. Housohold items s:uitar,

Sx7 view cumern, kitch<'n .nppJiances,
c1othes, phoOOgraphic equipm('nt. sewing
machine and bicycles. 10/23

6)

.-:c---··
EMPLOYMENT

-----~~=----;;o..---,~~--~

PART TIMI~ SALES. Good money. Long
hair ok. Cnll SU!n nt 268·3~66. 10/26

7)

MISCELLANEOUS

DISTRIBUTORSHIPS AVAILABLE: comJl]el(lo lin~ oC ornnnic products including
food supplements, aldn care

n~d

non ..

polluting clonnsers. Also retail snlcs. 842·
GGlG after u. 10/27

Pizza Slices 15¢
Dancing Every Nite
Central at UniversHy

FUN

FUN

Now Showin
Rcpair & :\!aintcnancc
on all foreign cars

9oreign Car Specia/;sls

Cold-Brewed B-8-B-Ballantine

333 Wyoming Blvd. ;o.;:E
Free Estimates

_2fi5·!i!l01

NEW MEXICO LOBO
CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING
University P.O. Box 20, UNM, Albuquerque, N. M. 87106
RATES: 7¢ per word, $1.40 minimum (that's 20 words)
5¢ per word if some ad runs five or more consecutive times
$2.50 minimum (that's 10 words 5 times)
TERMS: Payment must be made in full prior to insertion of advertisement
ClASSIFICATIONS:
1. Personals
5. For Sale

The sport coat that has the look
of tomorrow ... fashion excitement plus beautiful fit and
fabric ... hopsacking, 55% Dacron, 45% Wool. In Navy and
Brown.

2. lost·& Found
6. Employment

3 Services

4. For Rent

7. Miscellaneou~

INSERT THE FOllOWING ADVERTISEMENT - . _ _ TIMES STARTING----

Double breasted ....... 65.00
I I l l t l l l l l l f i i i i i i J I I I I I IIIII I I l l I " ' I I 1 1 111111111111 II I I l l I l l I I I II IIIII I I I I I I l f l l l l l l ! l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l t t l l l l l l t l l l l t l l l i l IH I l l !

ENCLOSED$·---~

265-6931

PLACED BY-----~----

1100 San Mateo N.E.

p
Page 6

Co-hit .. Touch Me" at 3 ~U ~;~4J1~
I:30 4: 15 7:00 9=33 Specia I Student Rates
t.'i!iillliiil!Gi·;;";:""~~~~ -

NEW MEXICO LOBO

ASUNM FILM
COMMITTEE
I tlllllttl 'I I" I I " " ' tlllf'

<

Fri., Sat., & Sun.
7 & 10 prn Oct. 23, 24, 25
$1.00 & I.D.

•

olt I rflt II tr IIIIOIIIII!Itllllll Uf:ll IIIIIUHIII Uli 1111111111111111111111111111111111 I l i l t " 1 t 111 • to""~~

~.
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Editorial:
ASUNM's
Spendthrift
Senate
ASUNM's spendthrift Senate
adheres to the old adage of "What's
money for but to spend?" Senate is
entrusted with the difficult job of
appropriating money obtained from
student fees, but they appear to be
doing so with little eye to the future

or the possibility that they just might
run out of funds.
The Board of Educational Finance
{BEF) projected an enrollment
increase of six percent for UNM. The
enrollment, however, is up 15
percent, and the scent of all that extra
money in student fees has apparently
sent Senate on a spending spree.
Senate had $133,059.81 to spend
for the first half of the fiscal
year-until student fees are collected
for second semester. The
$133,059.81 is made up of: $122,436
in student activity fees; $8101 from
the Graduate Student Association
(GSA) for projects funded jointly by
GSA and ASUNM; $2022.81 in the
reserve fund, and $500 from fees paid
by non-full time students who wished
full ASUNM privileges.
$100,693.50 of the $133,059.81
had already been allocated last spring.
The passage of the ASUNM budget
left $32,366.31 in the reserve fund.
As of Oct. 14, however, Senate had
spent $10,571.50 and $21,795.81
was left in the reserve fund. Senate
since has allocated $5998 in the last
two Senate meetings, leaving the
reserve fund with $14,876.81 (which,
as a reminder, is down from the

original figure of $32,366.31 ... )
until student fees are collected for
second semester. Student Senate thus,
in the six weeks since the semester
began, has spent well over half of its
reserve fund.
Now of course, the question
remains 'as to what Senate will find to
do with the rest of the money. They
have only defeated two money bills,
for a total of $1504, since Oct. 14,
while they have spent $5998. The two
bills which were defeated were $504
for the Alumni Association, and
$1000 toward the arrest and
conviction of anyone perpetrating a
bomb threat on the UNM campus.
And Finance Committee, which
gives money recommendaitons to
Seante, is currently facing requests
totaling over $9500. If the $9500 is
allocated, it would leave Senate with
approximately $5376.81 in the
reserve fund . . . hardly enough for
another major allocation or a rainy
day. And, while one is examining
Senate's spendthrift habits, one
should also keep in mind that the
$7183 in withdrawn bills could be
reintroduced before second semester
begins.
It has become apparent that Senate

McGovern Rap Session 'Proves Fruitful'
Senator Fields Questions on Nixon Peace Proposal, Red China
By MICHAEL BLAKE
News Opinion

must curb its unhealthy spending, for
unlike the United States which can
pretend it owes money to its
constituents, ASUNM cannot
overspend. When the money is gone, it
is gone, and ASUNM next year will
have to pay all unpaid bills left over
from this year. Pressure must be
brought to bear on Senate, for when
Senate overspends, it hurts no one but
us the students who elected Senate in
the' first place.
Sarah Laidlaw
Sue Major

The senator from the farmlands
of South Dakota looked like a
man ready to run for the highest
office in the land. Impeccably
dressed and surrounded by small
fry political pilotfish George
McGovern weaved his way toward
the Union ballroom podium
Friday afternoon to partake in a
"rap-session" with UNM students.
What transpired could hardly
be called a "rap-session" but it did
prove to be a somewhat fruitful

question and answer period lasting
just over an hour.
The applause McGovern heard
from the surprising crowd (the
ballroom literally overflowed) on
his entrance was warm but not
wildly enthusiastic and probably
reflected approval of McGovern's
long and consistently liberal
voting record. For years
McGovern has defended liberal
causes in Congress and many
students tend to look on him as a
fellow traveler in the struggle to
end the war in Southeast Asia.
Like McGovern, students have

..

I

also been called traitor, so the
proceedings were congenial.
Of course, radical elements
tend to view McGovern as
well-meaning but tactically
ineffective in solving the country's
problems. But the 48 - year · old
legislator undercut those who
pressed him by speaking frankly,
freshly and seemingly from the
shoulder. This approach settled no
controversies but did preclude
evasiveness, usually the
unmistakable stamp of a
politician.
A sampling of McGovern's
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responses' follows:
On Nixon's latest proposal for
peace McGovern felt the President
had made his best showing to date
but "the one thing (missing) is
agreeing on a definite date when
every man will be withdrawn lock,
stock and barrel,"
McGovern dismissed reports of
a new Soviet military build-up as
no more than a ploy to justify
U.S. buildups. "I think it's
repetitious," he said, referring to
the almost perennial reports of
Soviet military moves.'"Somehow
we always get reports of a Soviet
buildup when a similar buildup of
our own is under consideration."
On Red China McGovern said,
"I think .the Canadians made a
sensible decision (Canada recently
established diplomatic relations
with mainland China and is
lobbying for the country's
admission to the United Nations)
and I think we should move in
that direction.'' McGovern said
the United States should be
ex changing food, travel and
culture with Mao Tse Tung's
People's Republic.
The afternoon's most dynamic
applause occurred when
McGovern reiterated his
"unequivocal support" for the
proposal that would return the
Blue Lake area to Taos Pueblo.
McGovern closed by inviting
everyone to the Civic Auditorium
for a Democratic conclave
designed to plug state candidates
and honor longtime New Mexican
Sen. Clinton Anderson. McGovern
said he would "expand" on some
of his "rap-session" statements at
the rally but his remarks later in
the evening consisted almost
exclusively of political pats · on -

-~-----

-------~--
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the· back for New Mexico
Democrats.
McGovern had been called into
New Mexico to boost some
sagging Democratic campaigns and
he fulfilled his purpose, calling for
the election of all Democrats and
especially Fabian Chavez and
Harold Runnels, both trailing
badly in races for the House of
Representatives,
Almost as a footnote McGovern
addressed himself to the
"shamefulness" of hunger in the
United States, the "wastefulness"
of Nixon's ABM system and the
war. "I want to conclude," ·he
said, "by pleading that o.ur
country stop killing Asians and
start healing our own domestic
wounds, I · would hope this
country comes home from a
regime (Saigon's government) that
doesn't have the respect of its
own people."
After the long trail of speeches
was over, McGovern was asked by
The Lobo how he could endorse
Harold Runnels, a man who has
advocated the bombing of Hanoi.
McGovem seemed shocked and
said, "I was told he was a good
liberal Democrat-! didn't know
that." It is doubtful McGovern
knew anything of Runnels'
political affiliations but the
incident points up a somewhat
serious threat to any aspirations
he may have for the presidencx.
McGovern is still a loyal party
member and as a result is forced
to share his political bed with men
like Harold Runnels. Students will
certainly be a factor in his
campaign plans for 1972 but
McGovern will have to be wary of
the pitfalls of guilt by association
if he is to be effective in
mobilizing student support.
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Good Orchestra
To the Editor:
UNM is not, despite its pretensions,
a major university. In many respects it
is quite mediocre. But it has a few
authentic treasures, as I was reminded
once again when I heard Maestro
Frederick, Lillian Fuchs and the UNM
Symphony Orchestra on Friday
evening.
Before coming to Albuquerque in
1966 I had done all my concertizing in
Philadelphia, New York, Boston and
London. You can image my
high-nosed disdain four years ago
when I walked into our concert hall
for my first UNM Symphony Concert.
Two hours later I was a joyful convert
to Maestro Frederick's meticulous,
sensitive and thoroughly professional
musicianship.
I find myself just as enthusiastic
now as I was then. Last Friday's
program could not have been better.
The orchestra recapitulated most of
Western musical history, from the
Telemann viola concerto to the
nostalgic romanticism of Berlioz'
''Harold in Italy" to a modern
tone-poem by Alan Hovhaness. Each
work was performed with striking
virtuosity by a student orchestra
drawn almost entirely from citizens of
New Mexico. Bravo! Bravo! Bravo!
While I am in this mellow mood, let
me also congratulate Sarah Laidlaw
and her staff for what promises to be
the best year in the history of The
Lobo. Almost every issue is meaty,
nutritious and well-balanced.
I particularly appreciated last
Thursday's editorial by Laidlaw
reminding ·us of the continuing
carnage in Indochina, in spite of all
the excremental gibberish of the
orators of both parties this fall. Lest
we forget, 0 Lord, lest we forget.
W. Warren Wagar
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Lihn Requests
Senate Injunction

h-;

An injunction request to prevent Sena't.,' from
meeting until an election is held may be cont0sted
~ tonight at a Student Court hearing on the grounds
l~ that without a Senate no Election Code can be drawn

n

= U Speaker's Series
~ Features Anarchist
~
In Tuesday Lecture

t:.;:j

~~

control over the presentation they
would not allow their equipment to
be used. Therefore, a camera was
borrowed from tho audio-visual
department and the cameraman is a
graduate student from the psychology
department.
My purposes in questioning this
arrangement were: 1) Because I
suspected the reason for taping the
second two lectures was to free Price
to either work on his foundation grant
or to work with eight or 10 graduate
students. The order of priority
seemed to indicate that the 1200
undergraduates who were subjected
to the TV lectures were last to be
By MIRIAM McCAFFREY
This Bema is being written because considered. 2) Having had
some students and faculty have professional experience in the
expressed interest 'in my comments audio-visual field', I was appalled by
previously published in The Lobo the technique being used.
Dr. Frank Logan, chairman of the
about the teaching method being used ·
in classes of psychology 101 which psychology department, thought I
has an enrollment of 1800 students.. was being premature in making a
. In this class, Dr. Louis Price deltvers judgment about the quality of the
a single lecture to the first class of 600 tapes. He said their department was
which is video taped for the next two conducting a "teaching experiment"
sections. This is done by placing one in taping the lectures. He thought
camera in the anthro lecture hall and they, as psychologists, were
"rolling it." While the tape plays, eminently better qualified than I to
Price leaves the room .for one hour and judge teaching techniques.
One does not have to be an
then returns for the last 15 minutes of
audio-visual expert or a psychologist
the period to answer questions.
.
to
know that this "experiment" is far
The facilities of KNME-TV are not
being used because the psychology from successful. Since I saw Logan,
department wan ted to achieve we have had nine more taped lectures.
"spontaneity" by taping a lecture as if My opinion about their quality and
it was given to a live audience. KNME effectiveness has not changed. Both
said that unless they had full technical sound and picture are fuzzy, and

B

a

consider able trouble has been
experienced with the tapes. There is
no evidence of the desired
"spontaneity," and certainly more
problems have been created by taping
the lectures outside a studio. We will
probably learn some psychology-but
in spite of the TV tapes.
I would like to invite Vice President
for Academic Affairs Chester
Travelstead, Logan and Dean of the
College of Arts and Sciences
Nathaniel Wollman to leave their
ivory towers, walk across campus and
sit in on one of these TV lectures.
Surely they could never think what is
going on is a good "teaching
technique."
I fully understand the dilemma of
' the University which is faced with a
tremendous increase in enrollment
without matching funds for added
faculty. Members of the
administration say that because of
this, TV classes must be used even
more extensively in the future.
It seems to me that it is incumbent
upon the University to recognize this
problem now and explore every
possible way to improve m~thods of
TV presentation. This should include
production techniques, rooms for
proper reception, size of screens and
so on. Surely the expertise is available
from our faculty. There is no room
here for interdepartmental
d ifferenc os of opinion a bout
techniques. The students deserve
something better.

~ T!~~~~e~i~~r ~~:.~i~~~~cJ~~~kw~~~~~~~~u~~~~ ~

by
c Sullivan and former senator Lou Storm on the
~ grounds that full membership of Senate is 20 people
"' and since six have resigned "Senate is no longer duly
~ constituted to function as a representative body."
:;;
The three plaintiffs also aslmd Student Court to
~-~ direct ASUNM to hold a special election to fill 1?
.. c
Senate seats as soon as a new Elections Code IS
~ completed. Normally, general elections for 10 Senate
~ seats are held between the tenth and thirteenth week
a of the semester.
I . However, an injunction filed Oct. 13 is presently in
~ effect against all ASUNM elections until "Senate
f!l legislates the procedures and regulations governing all
~ student elections," and a group of senators plans to
~ contest the injunction request "for at least one week
~ to work on the Election Code," said Sen. Jeff Taylor.
~ He also said Senate needs to concur with presidential
appointments to student and student-faculty
~ committees as soon as possible.
~
The present Election Code and the ASUNM
!! Constitution conflict in several areas. The
El Constitution requires candidates to submit
I nominating petitions two weeks prior to the election,
!;\l but it also states a special election must be called
I within two w.eeks of the resignatio. ns of four senators.
~ In addition, the Election Code requires that Senate
&a notify t~e El~ction c_ommission in advance of an
election mvolvmg candidates.
'l'he injunction against all ASUNM elections arose
from an earlier injunction against a special election
~ called to fill the first four Senate vacancies. The
Ei ASUNM Constitution provides that a special election
~ must be called within two weeks when four or more
~~ Senate vacancies occur, but because of the Oct. 12
p' injunction no elections have been held yet.
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Karl Hess, self-proclaimed anarchist who
helped mastermind the Barry Goldwater
campaign for the presidency in 1964, will
speak at Popejoy Hall Tuesday at 8 p.m.
Hess is the second in the ASUNM
speaker's series. This talk is free to UNM
students, faculty and staff, $1 for non-UNM
students and $1.50 for all others. He will
speak on "From Establishment to
Anarchy-Why?"
In 1964 Hess was the major writer for
Goldwater during his unsuccessful campaign
for the White House. Hess is credited with
one of Goldwater's best remembered quotes,
"Extremism in the defense of liberty is not
vice; moderation in the pursuit of justice is
no virtue."
Today Hess condemns the "repression of
dissent" in this country and American
intervention in Vietnam. A founding
associate of the journal of conservative
opinion, National Review. Hess is now a
contributing editor of Ramparts Magazine
and a Visiting Fellow of the Institute for
Policy 'studies, in Washington, where he
conducts seminars of interest in common to
the libertarian right CJ.nd the New Left.
Hess says his experiences since the 1964
campaign, and, some say, his inability to get
a job with any Republican group because of
Goldwater's humiliating loss, have converted
him to anarchy. He refuses to pay income
taxes and, subsequently owns no property.
At one time Hess directed special projects
for the American Enterprise Institute for
Public Policy Research, a "think tank"
source for much of the top-level strategy of
the Nixon admh1istration.
Hess was author, co-author or editor of
eight books ranging in interest from political
warfare to natural history. He is now

Lll.

Hess
completing an analysis of his own anarchist
political theory, and working on books
about the basis for active resistance to
government and his own personal political
conversion.
Chairman of the Speakers Committee Don
Lindsley is presently negotiating to include
Bernadette Devlin in the program schedule.
On the series for Nov. 10 is Cleofes Vigil,,
Chicano landowner and member of the
Alianza. Also scheduled are Max Rafferty
Feb. 15 and Nathan Hare March 7.
Lindsley said he 'is trying to expand the
scope of the speaker's series. The committee
is also planning a seminar on the commune
people and community conflict in Taos.
"Taos, like Haight Asbury, is an historical
happening,' 1 Lindsley declared.
Negotiations are also underway with
Attorney General John Mitchell, Supreme
Court Justice William Douglas, Secretary of
Interior Walter Hickel and New Mexican
au thor Scott Momaday, Lindsley
announced.

